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Editorial 
IFG news is part of a significant strategic attempt which aims at giving promi-
nence to Greek manufacturers, promoting Greek design and architecture and 
communicating our contemporary culture worldwide.
A journey full of difficult moments and obstacles which instead of making us 
weaker and pessimistic, they create an absolutely enchanting attempt mak-
ing all of us ready to experience this adventure at the maximum; an adven-
ture which will bring plenty of knowledge, experiences as well as satisfaction, 
every time we accomplish an important goal and we immediately set off for 
the next one. Bearing this philosophy in mind, it is clear that this course is ali-
mented by the urge for conquering a great vision.
A vision which is perfectly expressed through the poem of the famous Greek 
poet, Konstantinos Kavafis: “As you set out for Ithaka hope the voyage is a 
long one, full of adventure, full of discovery… Ithaka gave you the marvelous 
journey. Without her you would not have set out. She has nothing left to give 
you now. And if you find her poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you. Wise as you 
will have become, so full of experience, you will have understood by then what 
these Ithakas mean”. (excerpt from the poem Ithaca)

IFG NEWS, An Interiors from Greece special edition
Fish Communications
104 Galatsiou Ave. Galatsi 11146, Athens, Greece
T.: +30 210 29 29 091, F.: +30 210 29 29 092
www.interiorsfromgreece.com - info@interiorsfromgreece.com
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Innovative
event
projects
DPOINT SPACES, the point 
of inspiration for architects, 
decorators and hoteliers at 
Hotelia 2016
DPOINT SPACES is the innovative hotel architecture and 
decoration event which has been held together with the Hotelia 
& Philoxenia fairs (18-20/11/16) at the Thessaloniki International 
Exhibition & Conference Center, under the organization of 
Interiors from Greece and TIF HELEXPO. In this framework, three 
distinct projects by well-known architectural practices have been 
shown in an event, covering 400sm. DPOINT SPACES aimed at 
giving prominence to different theme sections which are related 
to the professional activity of every hotelier, architect, decorator, 
technical company as well as every professional who is directly 
or indirectly tourism-related. 
The three projects were entirely constructed with the dynamic 
participation of furniture, lighting, construction and decoration 
companies, during Hotelia exhibition, fact that made this 
ambitious project even more interesting.
Let’s see the three distinct theme sections.
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Makridis Associates Architects introduced the 
first hotel unit whose parts are constructed off 
worksite; they are transferred, composed and 
assembled on the ground of interest. Green 
Zero Hotel is characterized by zero or almost 
zero energy consumption thus covering all 
energy requirements. 
The innovative project was presented during 
the hotel equipment fair, Hotelia last November. 
In times when modern traveler has the ability 
to make conscious choices, evaluate and rate 
the hospitality spaces, the selection criteria 
are based on more and more specialized 
factors such as: concept originality, modern 
function of spaces, space flexibility so as they 
can be converted, environment protection, 
sustainability, innovative technology use etc. 
Goal of the architectural team, in cooperation 
with TIF-HELEXPO and Interiors from 
Greece was the bioclimatic design of a 
premanufactured, structural hotel unit of zero 
energy consumption which will be able to be 
easily constructed, depending on the owner’s 
demands and needs, and being quickly, easily 
and economically transferred and assembled in 
situ. All used materials are ecological, recycling 
and produced by local producers or they have 
low integrated energy.

Green
Zero Hotel

Green Zero Hotel, apart from its original 
philosophy, offers the ability of an exceptional 
quick construction, even at the most remote 
places. At the same time, the cost is extremely 
low when compared to the conventional 
constructions without lacking in luxury and 
careful construction. 
The shape of the model hotel came up by the 
attempt of minimizing the static body and 
maximizing the envelope protection from 
natural phenomena. The external envelope of 
each unit consists of special non-combustible 
boards which have the appropriate waterproof 
membranes and heat insulating slabs. The main 
rooms are oriented towards south and have large 
openings while the north-oriented rooms have 
limited openings and size. Shading systems 
allow to winter sun pass into the internal space 
thus ensuring for generous portions of heat. 
In the surrounding space, a geothermal zone 
can be installed which, if connected to a heating 
pump, it can provide heating and cooling 
through an underfloor heating-cooling system. 
Finally, concerning the first material saving, 
rainwater collection and storage systems can 
be installed which are used for the watering of 
the planted walls and the surrounding space of 
the construction.

In pursuit of traveling experiences, Green 
Zero Hotel offers a unique exploration of a 
new, alternative accommodation way which is 
based on ecological lifestyle and energy saving.

- innovative event projects -- innovative event projects -
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Grand Sponsors: Alumil, energy aluminum frame and interior 
doors supply - CMS, kitchen furniture construction and OSB 
construction timber & plywood - Siamatras, installation / 
plasterboard partitions construction - WATT + VOLT, supply 
and smartwatt service sponsor – smart house - Isomat, external 
thermal faceplate, cement mortar and colors supply and 
installation - Euroco, laminate timber production, manufacturing 
and installation of the wooden structural frame - VAS Vasiliou 
Glass Technologies, energy glass supply – Mesogiaki sa, 
construction timber supply - Interact, energy infrastructure 
curation and supply
 
Sponsors: Neomagic, textile and curtain supply - Bright, lighting 
supply - Fibran, rock wool supply - Monotiki.gr, insulating 
materials supply - Acrilan, external Jacuzzi supply - Credor, space 
coating materials supply - Hotelon, sanitary ware supply - Tsialos, 
light pipes supply and roof windows - Garden Center Vasiliadis, 
decorative plants supply - Parkellas, deck wood flooring supply - 
Hotel Furniture, wooden furniture, sitting-room furniture and wall 
wooden coatings construction - Be Home, linen supply - C&C 
Design, painting - Norma Telecom, soundsystem supply - ESC, 
lighting supply & installation - Tentoexpress, shading material supply
 

- innovative event projects -
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Architectural Design: Makridis Associates Architects
Organised by: Interiors from Greece & Tif Helexpo
Where: Hotelia 2016 exhibition
Photography: Makridis Associates Architects

- innovative event projects -
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It is a conceptual pavilion that has been de-
signed and implemented during the interna-
tional hotel equipment exhibition “HOTELIA” 
being the collaborative effort between Interi-
ors from Greece and TIF Helexpo.
 “MINAS KOSMIDIS - Architecture in Con-
cept” designed a new concept for a spacious 
suite of approximately 50 square meters lo-
cated in an upscale city boutique hotel. The 
main aspects that differentiate a boutique 
hotel from a strictly commercial hotel - prob-
ably member of a multinational hotel chain, 
are the facts that it is autonomous, its dimen-
sions are relatively reduced; it is luxurious 
and most importantly, it is characterized by 
a unique concept which defies the rules and 
pays attention to detail
The basic idea has been based on the aes-
thetics of the James Bond movies. Conse-
quently, the concept was determined by a 
sense of mystery, luxury, seduction, as well 
as by the use of hotel automation and the 
latest technological tricks. Moreover, a prin-
cipal goal of this endeavor has been the in-
troduction of new technologies, such as au-
tomations regarding
the lighting and signage of hotel rooms. The 
composition of the floor plan of the suite is 

pretty unconventional, due to the fact that  
the separation of sub-spaces doesn’t follow 
the traditional rules. “MINAS KOSMIDIS - Ar-
chitecture in Concept” tried to introduce the 
principal idea of how city boutique hotels of 
the future should aim to. The proposal focus-
es primarily on entrepreneurs who wish to 
renovate or open a new luxurious city hotel 
of particular architectural character, which 
will turn into a destination; a destination that 
will not just cover the basic needs of the 
modern traveler but it will be one of the main 
motives in order to visit the city in which it is 
located. With the use of materials such as 
velvet fabrics, marble, walnut wood, bronze, 
the accompanying music, video projection 
and special air of freshness, the architectur-
al practice attempted to stimulate all visitors’ 
senses, thus creating  a holistic travel expe-
rience where the hotel is transformed into a 
pole of diverse functions and feelings.

“Future boutique hotel” is a project which 
presents an alternative design and aesthetic 
approach which could be applied on a 
boutique hotel in the near future

Future
Boutique
Ηotel

- innovative event projects - - innovative event projects -
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Grand sponsors: Alumil, energy aluminum frame 
– Siamatras, installation / plasterboard partitions 
construction - Kourasanit, cement mortar and 
natural paint supply and installation - Vestalgroup 
Skourboudis, wooden furniture, wall wooden 
coatings and interior doors – Prisma, glass supply 
– Neomagic, fabrics & curtains

Sponsors: Imperial Floor Gallery, wood flooring – 
Wise, vinyl carpet - Boss Foss, lighting - Acrilan, 
bathtub - G. Zartaloudis TEMA, sanitary ware – 
Almeco, sitting-room furniture - Matt Royal, linen 
supply - Recent, linen & wallpapers - Tsouflidis, 
Fireplace - Garden Center Vasiliadis, decorative 
plants – Stouliopoulos, marble - Mas marbles, 
marble - Credor, coating materials - 3M Sway, 
architectural & decorative membranes for glass 
surfaces – Syrtex, sliding mechanisms - Art 
Metal, metallic constructions – Nastis, electric 
rail - Saimon Bros, electric lock systems - GMP 
Constructions SA, electrical installation & 
automation - PHL Associates, Constructions

- innovative event projects -

2017_

JUICY CHAIR  by

Address: Delfon 1 Koropi Attica 19400 Greece - Phone: +30 210 89 79 640
email: mia@miacollections.com - www.miacollections.com
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Architectural Design: MINAS KOSMIDIS - Architecture in Concept
Organised by: Interiors from Greece & Tif Helexpo
Where: Hotelia 2016 exhibition
Photography: STUDIOVD

- innovative event projects -
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Renting a design room is a special project 
showcased during hotel fair, Hotelia. It is an 
advanced installation of a renting apartment 
which aimed at giving an end to standard 
viewpoints that renting rooms rarely meet 
aesthetics and design requirements because 
of the given bussineman´s low budget. And it 
has made it.
In touristic terms, renting apartments are in-
dependent units – studios / bungalows, small 
hotels or renting rooms businesses – where the 
guest has the ability to be self-sufficient. Think 
of a small holiday house. Traditionally, they 
were simple rooms which provided what it was 
required for a stay. Nevertheless, this percep-
tion tends to change year by year given that 
more and more businessmen realize that the 
guest needs – and is worth – a lot more than 
just the basics. This is where design enters 
into the “game”. Now, high aesthetics does not 
cost a lot as the investor has available plenty of 
functional money saving solutions.
Taking into account the significance of tour-
ism as well as the urge for low cost design, 
TIF-HELEXPO and the Interiors from Greece 
platform introduced - always during Hote-
lia – the Rent a design room project under 
the architectural curation of the architectural 

Rent a
Design
Room

practice NOMEN. The special construction 
covered 65sm which can accommodate up to 
5persons, thus giving a clear idea of the multi-
ple usages that such a room may have. A cen-
tral wood area with perforated doors includes 
the main space of the room: the bedroom and 
bathroom. A sitting-room and dining table are 
set around this space while on the back side 
a kitchen, desk and an open style wardrobe 
are found. For the materialization of the project, 
sponsors’ contribution has been really impor-
tant; they believed in the concept and wanted 
to help with all means available. 
This initiative and at the same time, realization 
of the importance of tourism-related aestheti-
cal spaces, as key point of the further progress 
of the country’s economy, is the first step in or-
der for all involving parties to start setting long-
term goals which will lead to the improvement 
of the touristic sector. 
*the new practice NOMEN architects deals 
with the planning, design in different levels and 
multiple usages. In 2012, Katerina Inepoglou, 
Chrisa Karakana and Nantia Stamou started 
their cooperation in Thessaloniki, Greece and 
soon expanded their activity outside the coun-
try providing services which are competitive to 
the European ones.

“Future boutique hotel” as a project has been 
an attempt, seeking to present an alternative 
design and aesthetic approach

- innovative event projects - - innovative event projects -
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Grand Sponsors: CMS, kitchen, wardrobe and wood partitions 
construction – KOURASANIT, cement mortar and natural paint 
supply and installation – SIAMATRAS, installation / plasterboard 
partitions construction
 
Sponsors: Neomagic, textile and curtain supply - Casa due, sitting 
room, furniture construction – Poofomania, beanbag supply - Mas 
marbles, marbles - Inehome, decoratives supply - Domain carpet, 
carpet supply – Prisma, door supply - Kolovos constructions, 
portable metallic equipment construction - Matt royal, linen supply 
- Syrtex, sliding constructions - Sanitec, sanitary ware – Bright, 
lighting supply – Credor, space coating materials supply - Garden 
Center Vasiliadis, decorative plants supply - Amiridis – Savvidis, 
electronic devices supply

- innovative event projects -
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Architectural Design: Nomen Architects
Organised by: Interiors from Greece & Tif Helexpo
Where: Hotelia 2016 exhibition
Photography: Nomen Architects

- innovative event projects -

this is a
hotel design world!

by

Flagship Showroom:
Industrial zone of Sindos Zone C, Ο.Τ. 42, DA11

PO BOX.1357, P.C. 57022 THESSALONIKI - GREECE
Τ. +30 2310 722.664 - F. +30 2310 722.665

info@hotelfurniture.gr www.hotelfurniture.gr
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Greek
furniture 
goes abroad
A success story based on methodical movements, 
consistent quality, original design and pitched strategy.
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The vision
 
Greek design. Greek production. Made in Greece. Mean-
ings that once seemed utopian, when set in an internation-
al context, now it seems that it is a matter of systematic 
quality work, perseverance and faith for the elusive to ob-
tain realistic prospects. Greek furniture companies count 
5 continuous success years at international markets with 
a dynamic export activity based on methodical and target-
ed strategy. Constant participation in international exhibi-
tions, investment in original design, strong brand name, 
construction quality and client service improvement are 
some basic preconditions that Greek manufacturers set as 
a priority when it comes to gaining international market’s 
interest and confidence. The impact of this attempt is real-
ly promising, thus setting the promotion of Greek furniture 
as the number one goal.

Part of a global progress
International exhibitions form the meeting place for great com-
panies and prestigious designers as well as the place where 
new trends and applications are being set and structural inno-
vations are showcased. During these influential events, such 
as Salone del mobile and imm Cologne, Greece has a dynam-
ic presence with prestigious companies such as al2, papada-
tos, tagged de-code, 10deka, Candia Strom, Mia Collection, 
Laic, Verfo lab, Gyllos, poufomania.com and Modeco. Com-
panies that have adopted a stable, long-term strategy based 
on original proposals, high level cost analysis and organized 
client service.

- greek furniture goes abroad -

9 FLEMING STREET - 18233, RENTIS - ATHENS, Greece
T: +30 210.48.20.063 - F: +30 210.48.10.297

www.malapetsaslighting.com - info@malapetsaslighting.com

Star
part of the
Re Light Collection
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Fruitful investments
  
The export policy is closely tied to the high 
end industrial design. It is the element that 
ensures originality and aesthetic identity 
of the final product. Years of experience in 
the furniture business and profitable inter-
action with major foreign companies have 
made clear to Greek manufacturers that 
the exports get really successful only when 
they invest in the design sector. That is why 
Greek companies cooperate with talented 
and award-winning Greek designers - Sot-
iris Lazou, Andreas Varotsos, Yiannis Geor-
garas, Constantinos Hoursoglou – and also 
with studios from all over the world (Jacopo 
Giagnoni, Profilo Design, Gian Paolo Venier 
etc.). At the same time, particular emphasis 
is given on all communication tools - focus-
ing on strong branding - which ensure the 
validity and uniqueness of Greek furniture in 
international markets.

The truth is in the numbers
Greek furniture industry is one of the most sig-
nificant sectors of the country while it consists 
of a large number of mainly, small companies 
of great know-how and long experience. Nev-
ertheless, over the past decade some impor-
tant investments have been carried out which 
led to the upgrade of production facilities, 
machinery improvement as well as the intro-
duction of contemporary methods concerning 
the overall management. The above men-
tioned can ensure for high quality and delivery 
time while at the same time they can set the 
grounds for the companies that choose to ap-
ply a long-term export strategy plan.
According to the research and the analysis of 
the Institute CSIL MILANO (03/2016, Furni-
ture Export Marketing Forum, Thessaloniki, 
Greece), production / export ratio of Greek 
furniture manufacturers during 2009 was at 
4% while in 2015 climbed to14%. These data, 

combined with secondary research of Interiors 
from Greece platform, estimate that the above 
rate will be doubling by the end of 2017. It is 
worth noting that the majority of export furni-
ture manufacturers – a network that is contin-
uously increasing - distribute their products in 
over 30 countries, while their turnover in 2016 
is significantly boosted, in comparison with 
2015. In addition, there are cases where pro-
duction / export ratio, during 2016, is recorded 
at around 55% - 75%. The future, therefore, 
can be considered only as an ally.

- greek furniture goes abroad -

7 Ilioupoleos str, Athens - Greece
P.C. 116 31

T / F: +30 210 4838324-5
info@poufomania.com
www.poufomania.com
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10 years ago a new model of cooperation for 
sustainable design and environmental aware-
ness and action was born in Greece.
ECOWEEK was created by Yale-graduate Dr. 
Elias Messinas, who as a young architecture stu-
dent met and was inspired by the late Egyptian 
architect Hassan Fathy. Fathy, whom Messinas 
met in Cairo, Egypt, urged him to empower young 
professionals to be of benefit to their communities.
ECOWEEK design programs and work-
shops are hosted by universities, munici-
palities, and institutions around the world, 
emphasizing the principles of education, 
co-operation and sustainable design and 
engaging in placemaking and interven-
tions in the public realm. ECOWEEK work-
shops often take the form of hands-on 
design-build projects which, in addition to 
their educational and training value, leave a 
positive impact on the ground. ECOWEEK 
programs inspire and empower young stu-
dents and professionals to become cata-
lysts for change.
Since 2005 ECOWEEK has initiated, organ-
ized or co-organized 27 international con-
ferences and more than 200 sustainable de-
sign workshops in 15 countries, in 23 cities 

ECOWEEK ...habits change
...climate change

Text & content curation by: ECOWEEK.org team
Elias Messinas / Despina Kouinoglou

Green Building Materials

86, Marathohos Ave, Gerakas Attiki 15344 Greece, Tel: +30 210 6047060, Fax: +30 210 6610533 Email: info@caneplex.gr

www.caneplex.gr • mail: info@caneplex.gr 

since 1963...

Greek Split Cane Reed CaneGreek cane 

Mahogany Bamboo Tonkin BambooNatural Bamboo Bamboo BranchesKu Bamboo

White FernThatch

Willow Willow Peeled Willow PanelsWillow Branches Reiki Branches

Meshes and poles made of Greek cane, bamboo, willow,

branches and other natural materials derived from their 

origin-countries. They are available in a variety of qualities and 

styles thus providing innovative ideas for complete shading, 

decoration and fencing solutions which are compatible with 

every space and attitude.

Handmade
Bamboo Mat

Bamboo Poles
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around the world, for more than 4,000 stu-
dents of architecture, landscape architecture, 
engineers and design, that affected the daily 
lives of thousands of people of various ages 
locally. In addition, ECOWEEK has initiated, 
organized or co-organized exhibitions, lec-
tures, panel discussions, eco-festivals, and 
informal educational activity for the general 
public, numerous film screenings, and young 
designers’ competitions. 

ECOWEEK is an international non-gov-
ernmental non-profit organization with the 
mission and passion to raise awareness on 
environmental issues, Climate Change and 
to promote the principles of Sustainability 
through design. ECOWEEK was first estab-
lished in Greece in 2005, and is active in 
more than 15 countries. ECOWEEK NET has 
a network of students and young profession-
als in 54 countries. 

In 2017 ECOWEEK events are scheduled to 
take place in Australia, Bosnia and Herze-
govina, Germany, Greece, India, Israel, the 
Netherlands, Romania, Spain, and Turkey. 
Don’t miss!

Visit ECOWEEK at www.ecoweek.org and join 
the ECOWEEK Network at www.ecoweek.net

- ecoweek -
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Designers
from
Greece

Greece-derived design is as fresh as daisies in spring. 
Talented designers from Greece show to the world products 
which are incomparable in terms of style, aesthetics, 
functionality and creativity. Next you will see indicative 
projects of certain award-winners - or not – Greek designers

Designed by: Sotiris Lazou, Alhambra 003a for al2
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In times when being a professional of any type in Greece automatically 
equals to little opportunities and advantages, there are some people 
who have managed to pass beyond this superstition and look at the 
other side of the “river”.
Greek designers gain more and more field in the international spotlight. 
And this is a true fact. Their work is fresh, witty and allow me to use 
a cliché, Innovative. No matter if they are based in Greece or abroad, 
they have shown to the world that Greek mentality can prevail in difficult 
times and they have the know-how to do it so. At last, artists of today, 
because industrial design is a kind of art, rely on their skills and not in 
the grand cultural heritage of the passed days. 
Design needs open yet full of knowledge minds that meet no limits 
when it comes to creation. Of course, given that industrial products 
are destined to be produced, some kind of restrictions does exist but 
these restrictions have to do with the needs and demands of the mar-
ket at the given moment. It seems that Greek designers have found 
this balance required in order for their work to be evolved as much as 
possible. As a matter of fact, it really seems that they have found a 
unique way to keep the benefits of traditional Greek crafts – see mar-
ble sculpture, carpentry etc – and mix them with the contemporary 
design skills thus creating a new sort of design which could be called 
Design made in Greece. 

01

02

Creative illuminations

157 G. Papandreou Street - P.C. 14452 - Metamorphosi, Athens, Greece
Tel.: +30-210-2824700, +30-210-2824701 - Fax: +30-210-2848720

info@mavros.gr, sales@mavros.gr - www.mavros.gr

- designers from greece -
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01. Sotiris Lazou, The balhouse collection for Laic, sotirislazou.com 02. Lina Patsiou, Black muscar, linapatsiou.com - 03. Constantinos 
Hoursoglou, Linelight for Shibui, hoursoglou.com - 04. Spyros Kizis, Jimmy lighting, kizisstudio.com - 05. Andreas Varotsos, Hawk armchair 
for Verfo Lab - 06. Valentino Maregno, Urbi et Orbi cast concrete elements, valmar.wixsite.com/valentinomarengo - 07. Studio Lav, Ombro 
table, studiolav.com - 08. Athanasios Babalis, Apeiro wall hook for Shibui, ababalis.com

05

07

08

06

03 04

- designers from greece -

7th Klm. Thessaloniki-Langada Road - Thessaloniki 56429 Greece
www.laicdesign.com - email: info@laicdesign.com
Phone: +30 2310.681.048 - Fax: +30 2310.692.435
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10

11

13

12

14

09. Yiannis Ghikas, Transformer chair & Grip lamp, yiannisghikas.com - 10. Constantinos Economides, Director’s chair, constantinos-
economides.com - 11. Thanos Zakopoulos, Agaxa for JCP, ctrlzak.com - 12. Constantinos Hoursoglou, Links candlestick for Shibui, 
hoursoglou.com - 13. Thanos Zakopoulos, Hybrid for Seletti, ctrlzak.com - 14. Spyros Kizis, Artichair for Schaffenburg office 
furniture, kizisstudio.com

09

- designers from greece -
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15

17

19

18

15. Sotiris Lazou Mos-I-ko 001FM for al2, sotirislazou.com - 16. Valentino Maregno, Urbi et Orbi cast concrete elements, valmar.wixsite.
com/valentinomarengo - 17. Sotiris Lazou, Sunset collection for poufomania.com, sotirislazou.com - 18. Yiannis Ghikas, 2205 series 
doorhandle for Convex, yiannisghikas.com - 19. Andreas Varotsos, Cone armchair for Verfo lab

16

- designers from greece -
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Greek hospitality architecture captures all the new trends in 
tourism, a sector that Greece is among the top worldwide. 
Aligning the constantly differing demands of visitors from 
all over the world, the new typology of hotel architecture 
emphasizes in the harmony with the landscape, luxury and 
functionality. Simultaneously, it creates supple forms unlike 
the rigid structures of the past decades, in order to answer the 
necessary future adjustments. 
Hotels transmute from hospitality establishments into 
experiential spots. They behave as living organizations in direct 
relationship with the external environment, the architectural style 
of the region, the natural elements and the tourism product. 
Such examples from all around Greece are presented in 
this article.

Best
Design
Hotels

Text & content curation by: www.archisearch.gr team
Vassilios Bartzokas / Anthi Rozi / Aris Giannopoulos
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A unique concept, a neoclassical building, 
twelve beautiful suites in Nafpaktos close to 
the Venetian walled harbor and the beach, 
you’ll find Apollon Library Suites; much more 
than a hotel. A creation with its roots in the 
world of books, shaped by their words, char-
acters and imagery. Exceptional design and 
fine art make up the hotel’s luxury aesthetic. 
Here you’ll find a vast selection of books in 
the lending library, well-kept reception and 
breakfast areas and gardens with floor paint-
ings that create a magical atmosphere.

Architectural Design: A&M Architects
Construction: Α&Μ Architects
Interior & Styling: A&M Interiors
Graphic Design: A&M Graphics 
Photography: Anastasia Adamaki
Year of construction: 2015

Apollon Library Suites

- best design hotels -

think.
design.
create.
inspire.
lab.

Above Evosmos Ringroad, Makrigianni str. extention
Thessaloniki, Greece P.C: 57 013

t: +30 2310 68 2816 - f: +30 2310 68 2081
e: info@verfolab.com -  w: verfolab.com
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Agarch+ architects designed the addition of 10 
new eco-luxury suites at Ekies All Senses Resort 
in Halkidiki. Following the eco-barefoot philoso-
phy of the hotel that lies between the mountain 
Itamos and the beach of Vourvourou, the design 
was orientated to a sustainable concept that in-
corporated the surrounding woodland providing 
a holistic approach for the guests. The initial idea 
was based on the integration of the landscape 
through the creation of outdoor private spaces 
that link the open-plan living rooms with the forest.
The private part of the suites, including walk-in 

closet and bathrooms, is located indoors and 
gradually opens to the scenery and a semi-cov-
ered patio that reflects a beach atmosphere with 
hammocks, sand and plunge pools. Landscape 
constructions, trees and planting interacted with 
the natural surroundings providing an all senses 
experience to the visitors.
Ekies All Senses Resort by Agarch+ Architects 
has been awarded with the following prizes in 
100% Hotel Design Awards 2015: Best Resort, 
Best Landscape, Jury’s Special Prize for Highest 
Overall Rating, Best Hotel - Public Votes

Ekies All Senses Resort

Architectural Design: agarch+ architects 
(Giorgos Anagnostellis, Giorgos Vidalis, 
Angeliki Pappa)
Landscape Design: Fytron Ο.Ε. (Mihalis 
Petsaggourakis)
Structural Analysis: Vironas Askitis
Electromechanical Analysis: KMP 
engineering
Project Construction: KMP engineering
Photography: Kostas Amiridis, Ioanna 
Roufopoulou

- best design hotels -
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“Mi casa es tu casa”. That’s the spirit of the new 
boutique hotel in Rhodes. Its aim is to create ho-
tels that connect and inspire travelers. 
Architectural Desideratum: blending into the scen-
ery without being competitive, a conjunction of 
«in» and «out» into an organic ensemble, chaste 
expression, organization of the movement, body 
and mind relaxation.
The architecture of the construction emphasizes 
on the interaction of nature and habitable envi-
ronment. This interaction, is expressed through 
the fluidity of the boundaries between artificial 
and natural, while the structure discreetly blends 
into the scenery. In other words the exterior en-
vironment is part of the complex and vice versa. 
Characteristically, the transitional outbuilding 
constitutes a harmonic passage from indoors to 

outdoors. This structure is also a vibrant indication 
of traditional Greek architecture. Concluding, this 
singular attitude towards the communication of 
«in» and «out» results in simple, chaste formations, 
stripped off of any unnecessary decorations.
The 90-room hotel brings together a modern take 
on traditional Greek architecture with a warm bo-
hemian style. Rooms filled with large windows and 
private terrace offers mountain views and direct 
access to a long turquoise blue swimming pool.
The site offers uninterrupted views from the east 
to west, to the mountain of Tsambika. Low white 
volumes of the buildings, placed gently on the site, 
meet untamed and dramatic landscape with a 
strong unique character.
Water dominates the place, yet in ancient Greek is 
‘’the gift that Gaia offers to her hosts’’.

Casa Cook Rhodes
Casa Cook Rhodes has been awarded with the 
following prizes in 100% Hotel Design Awards 
2016: Best Resort, Best Room & Bathroom, Best 
All-Day Restaurant and Jury’s Special Prize for 
Highest Overall Rating

Architect: Vana Pernari
Art director: Michael Schichinger
Interior design: Annabell Kutucu
Illustrator: Karina Eibatova
Photography: Georg Roske, Ana Santl, Carnets-
de-traverse, Mikutas, Spiros Tsampikakis.
Selected photography: Georg Roske
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In designing the outdoor spaces of the Hotel 
complex the architects tried to make the most 
of the site’s natural topography that slopes 
down to the beach. 
Using organic shapes and fluid lines that are 
in stark contrast to the linear and perpendicu-
lar arrangement of the hotels wings, the design 
team transformed the space between them by 
inserting serene swimming pool spaces fur-
nished with luxurious sun loungers, sofas and 
oversized cushions.
The hotel’s all day restaurant is located direct-
ly below the main pool. Amphitheatric seating 
in benches furnished with comfortable cush-
ions create a relaxed but elegant, atmosphere 
spilling to the lawn and the beach.
The hotel spa is located below ground level; nat-
ural light enters the indoor pool area on one side, 
exactly opposite the main entrance. The space is 
intentionally sub-lit, with diffused, indirect lighting 
to sustain a sense of relaxation and calm.

Architect: Stefanos Skandalis
Design of Outdoor & Public Spaces: Schema 
4 architects, Eleni Spartsi
Interior Design – Bedrooms: Olivia Siskou
Interior Design of Public Spaces: Schema 4 
architects, Eleni Spartsi
Lighting: George Demetzos
Construction: Ikodomi, Giannis Tzanakakis
Photography: Heinz Troll

Domes Noruz Chania
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Coco-Mat hotel Athens
The reconstructed, existing building, on the 
road 36 Patriarchou Ioakim in Kolonaki, for-
merly known as «block of flats Z. Lorentzatos», 
designed by the Architect M. Lazaridis was 
built in the year 1935. The midwar architec-
ture building in the Athenian city center was 
characterized by the vertical symmetry of its 
façade and the erker, as well as its balconies 
with the curved finishes.
The proposed architectural design intends to 
signify the project’s identity as a hotel, both 
on functional and on aesthetic terms. To this 
end, the formation of the façade became a 
priority. This process was guided by the re-
spect towards the basic principles of the ori-
gi-nal architectural design of the building. In 
this context, efforts were made to promote 
its characteristic features, using new ar-
chitec-tural vocabulary, aligned to the philos-
ophy of COCO-MAT for the use of natural and 
ecological materials. The morphology of the 
existing shell is restated through this transfor-
mation, thus highlighting the building in the 
modern urban web.
The «COCO-MAT Hotel Athens» constitutes 
a tourist flow attraction and responds to the 
expectations for a welcoming environment, in-
troducing the local architectural identity to the 
visitors, which is preserved and reinterpreted. 
The architectural approach along with the use of 
natural materials, transform the hotel into a mi-
crocosm of natural simplicity, which integrates 
and coexists in harmony with its environment.

Architectural: ELASTIC ARCHITECTS
Civil Engineer: Kantianis Demetrios
MEP: CONAP – Andreas Psaroudakis
Lighting Design: L+DG Thomas Gravanis 
lighting architects
Interior Design: COCO-MAT
Construction - Owner: Pavillem
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urbi et orbi / www.urbietorbi.gr

Companies 
Directory

candia strom / www.candia-strom.gr

laic / www.laicdesign.com 10deka / www.10deka.com

convex / www.convexdesign.gr/

malapetsas / www.malapetsaslighting.cominterno doors / www.internodoors.com

tagged de-code / www.de-code.gr

papadatos / www.papadatos.gr

verfo lab / www.verfolab.com

mavros / www.mavros.gr

al2 / www.al2.gr/

mia collections / 
www.miacollections.com

Selected companies showcased at the
Interiors from Greece platform
(interiorsfromgreece.com)

- companies directory -
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galerie canape / www.galerie-canape.gr anesis / www.anesis.com.gr

modeco / www.modeco.gr

alexopoulos / www.alexopoulos-co.gr

altro salotto / www.altrosalotto.com

home deco / www.home-deco.gr

cms / www.cms-wood.gr

neo magic / www.neomagic.gr

domogroup / www.domogroup.gr

item by interscala / www.interscala.grcaneplex / www.caneplex.gr

poufomania / www.poufomania.com

set / www.set.gr sofa space / www.sofaspace.grsala tsanis / www.salatsanis.grhotel furniture / www.hotelfurniture.gr gyllos / www.gyllos.gr

- companies directory - - companies directory -
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kontaki design / www.kontakidesign.com kalogridis / www.kalogridis.gr

the design group / www.kaloterakisgroup.gr

alumil / www.alumil.com

interscala / www.interscala.gr

lattas / www.lattas.gr

wise / www.wisefloor.com

eliton / www.eliton.gr

- companies directory -
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International
Furniture
Exhibition

THESSALONIKI
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION &
CONGRESS CENTER

Thessaloniki, Greece

ORGANISED BY
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